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funetik aksent tv tropes - not all examples are bigoted particularly if race or class consciousness is a deliberate theme or
issue in the work in question such as george bernard shaw s pygmalion accents in real life are notoriously used to
pigeonhole people so reproducing a foreign or nonstandard accent may be a way of realistically or critically highlighting this
social gap, steve sailer archive the unz review - steve sailer p o box 4142 valley village ca 91617 0142 third you can
make a tax deductible contribution via vdare by clicking here paypal and credit cards accepted including recurring
subscription donations please make sure to click the box for make contribution to author note the vdare site goes up and
down on its own schedule so if this link stops working please let me know, playing both sides tv tropes - in with strings
attached john lures a whole bunch of skahs warriors to the abandoned warehouse where the uneasy alliance of brox and co
and the raleka wizards have stashed the vasyn the skahs promptly attack the raleka guarding the warehouse in an attempt
to get in and the resultant chaos on the ground allows john and ringo to make the attempt to sneak in via the roof, book
review superforecasting slate star codex - philip tetlock author of superforecasting got famous by studying prediction his
first major experiment the expert political judgment experiment is frequently cited as saying that top pundits predictions are
no more accurate than a chimp throwing darts at a list of possibilities although, first they came for the iranians scott
aaronson - the blog of scott aaronson if you take just one piece of information from this blog quantum computers would not
solve hard search problems instantaneously by simply trying all the possible solutions at once, were there dark ages slate
star codex - imo the most interesting and telling anti dark ages arguments are the christian ones there has always been a
strong ascetic tendency among religious fundamentalists and from the perspective of christian asceticism the hemi
millennium from 500 1000 ce was an unvarnished golden age
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